METER BY C.O.B.
METER SETTER ASSEMBLY
DIAMOND PLATE LID

No 3 METER BOXES
SOLID SURFACE

ELEVATION VIEW

3' MIN.
5' MAX.

FLARE BY FEMALE CURB STOP
DIAMOND PLATE LID

PROPERTY CORNER

12" MIN 36" MAX

COPPER WITH CIPF

4 BAR POST OR REBAR STRAPS TO SUPPORT

HOSE BIBB WITH ATMOSPHERIC VACUUM BREAK
NO YARD HYDRANT ALLOWED
PROVIDE FREEZE PROTECTION

12" MINIMUM ABOVE SURROUNDING GRADE

FEMALE CURB STOP DIAMOND PLATE LID TO BY OWNER

PROPER TY CORNER

12" MIN
5' MAX.

No 3 METER BOX

PLANT VIEW

COPPER

MALE FITTING

3' MIN.
5' MAX.

COPPER WITH CIPF

CONNECTION BY OWNER

CONNECTION BY OWNER